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To aZZ whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, Rosoon A. PALMER, of 

Boston, county of Suffolk, State of Massachu 
setts, have invented an Improvement in Gon 
trolling Mechanism for Door~Locks, of which 
the following description, in connection with 
the accompanying drawings, is a speci?ca 
tion, like letters and ?gures on the drawings 
representing like parts. . 
This invention relates to mechanism for 

controlling the latch or locking-bolt of a door 
from one or more distant points, whereby such 
latch or bolt is under ordinary circumstances 
locked automatically against retraction from 
the exterior, but which can be released at 
pleasure from any one of the distant points; 
and my invention has for its object the pro 
duction of a simple and effective controlling 
mechanism which may be applied to and used 
in connection with any usual form of door 
lock. ‘ 

In accordance therewith my invention con~ 
sists in a controlling mechanism for door 
locks, substantially as will be fully described 
in the following speci?cation and particu4 
larly pointed out in the claims. 
Figure 1 in side elevation represents a suf 

?cient portion of the inner side of a door-lock 
to be understood, with my invention applied 
thereto, the face-plate of the latter being re; 
moved for the sake of clearness. Fig. 2 is a 
vertical sectional View taken on the line a: a", 
Fig. 1, the door being shown in section and 
the handles or knobs in elevation. Fig. 3 is 
a detail view, in elevation, of the locking de 
vices and cooperating parts; and Fig. 4 is a 
perspective View of a portion of the locking 
device. 
The usual‘lock-case L, having the latch 

bolt L’, is shown in Fig. 2 as ?tted into a re 
oess in the door D, the inner side of the lat 
ter being mortised above and in front of the 
lock-case to receive therein the casing a, in 
which are supported the operative parts of 
the controlling mechanism. A cover-plate a’ 
for the said casingis shown in section in Fig. 

, 2, it being omitted in Fig. 1, to show the parts 

50 

beneath. The casing is enlarged at its upper 
end to receive an electromagnet b, provided 
with an armature b’, pivoted at b2 and so ar 
ranged that when the magnet is energized the 

_ the casing a and the lock-case and 

armature will be lifted into position shown 
‘in Fig. 3. ' 
A two-part spindle 0 dis extended through 

_ provided 55 
respectively with suitable knobs or handles 
0’ D’, Fig. 2, the part 0 being squared to en 
ter the usual tumbler L2, Fig. 2, for operat 
ing the latch-bolt L’, the handle 0’ being 
shown as on the outer side of the door. 
One of the parts of the spindle, as d, is pro 

vided with a reduced cylindrical end cl’ to 
enter a suitable recess in the inner end of the 
part c, the end d’ having one or more annular 
grooves 612 therein (see Fig. 2) to be engaged 65 
by a key ox, inserted in the part 0, whereby 
separation of the parts of the spindle is pre 
vented, while permitting one part to be ro~ 
tated, more or less, independently of the 
other. ' - 

' The back of the casing a has an opening 
therein in alinement with the spindle to re 
ceive the boss 6, formed on the back of an arm 
6’, (shown separately in Fig. 4,) said boss _ 
having an opening 62 therein corresponding 75 
in shape to the cross-section of the part c of 
the spindle to be entered thereby, so that the 
arm will move with the spindle part c. The 
upper end of the arm 6’ is notched at 63, with 
rounded cam portions 5, and upwardly and 80 
inwardly beveled at each side of " the notch, 
as at 64, for a purpose to be described, said 
notch normally receiving the preferably 
spear-shaped end f’ of alatchf, pivoted to the 
casing at f2. , 85 
The latch‘ f is oppositely extended at its 

pivoted end to form a stop f3, to prevent un~ 
due movement thereof in a downward direc 
tion, and into an upturned arm f4, inclined 
in the path of movement of the free end of 90 
the armatureb' and provided with a notchf 
When the latch is in its normal position 
(shown in Figs. 1 and 2) ‘in engagement with 
the arm e’, the latter can have very little 
movement, and by its connection with the 95 
part c of the spindle prevents rotation thereof 
by its knob O’ in either direction su?icient to 
operate the locking-bolt L’. When the part 
c of the spindle is thus held from operative 
movement, the door cannot be opened from 100 
the outside. The squared portion of the spin- ' 
dle part at is extended through a similarly 
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shaped opening in the hub g’ of a plate 9, the 
said hub having a bearing in a cross~plate ax, 
secured to the casing a, (shown in Figs. 1 and 
2 and broken out in the former figure,) the 
hub on its inner side having an annular ?ange 
g2 concentric to an annular rib e5 on the outer 
face of the arm 6’, the one forming a bearing 
for the other. At its upper end the plate g is 
provided with a V-shaped notch g3, into which 
the end 1"’ of the latch f normally enters, said 
end being of sufficient width for the purpose. 

. Now by turning the spindle part or member 
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d by means of the knob D’, which, it will be 
remembered, is on the inner side of the door, 
the plate g is moved angularl-y in one or the 
other direction, and when moved far enough 
the inclined side of the notch Q3 will act upon 
the end f’ of the latch to lift it, as shown by 
full lines, Fig. 3, bringing it into position to 
be acted upon by one of the cam portions 5 
of the arm 0’. 

I have herein shown the arm 6’ and plate 9 
connected bya pin 6 on one entering a slot 7 
in the other, whereby movement of the plate 
to lift the latch into the position shown by 
full lines in Fig. 3 will be effected before any 
movement of the arm e’ will take place. As 
soon, however, as the lost motion is taken up 
the arm and plate will move in unison, and 
the cam 5, acting 011 the end. of the latch, will 
lift it entirely out of the notch 63, thereby re 
leasing the arm 6', so that the spindle may be 
turned sufficiently to withdraw the locking 
bolt L’. It will thus be evident that the door 
may be opened at any time from the inside; 
but that under normal conditions the door 
cannot be opened from the outside. 
As soon as the knob-spindle is released the 

arm 6’ and plate g are returned to normal po~ 
sition (shown in Fig. 1) by arms 12, pivoted 
at 13 to the casing and acted upon by a bent 
spring S, held in place by a screw 5, though 
any other suitable form of spring might be 
used, the arms 12 being preferably wide 
enough to bear against the longitudinal edges 
of both the arm and plate. Now when it is 
desired to permit the door to be opened from 
the outside the circuit 15 16, in which the 
magnet is included, is closed at any desired 
point, as bya push-button in some part of the 
building, and the magnet 19 is energized, at 
tractin g the armature Z)’, which is turned on its 
pivot and moved into position shown in Fig. 3. 

' As the armature is lifted its free end sweeps 
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over the inclined arm f4 of the latch f, turn 
ing the latter on its pivot until the prefer 
ably beveled end Z>3 of the armature enters 
the notch f5 in the arm, maintaining the latch 
in full-line position after the magnet is deen 
ergized. The attraction of the armature thus 
acts to lift the latch and bring its end f’ in 
the path of one of the cams 5 on the arm e’, 
and by turning the knob O’ the arm is swung 
to lift the latch entirely out of the notch 23, 
so that the locking-bolt can be withdrawn. 
As the cam 5 lifts the latch, however, the arm 
j"1 is moved away from the armature 1)’, re 

leasing the latter and permitting it to return 
to normal position shown in Fig. 1, and when 
the knob is released the parts return to nor 
mal position, as described, the latch falling 
into the notch e3 and locking the arm 6', so 
that the controlling mechanism is reset, the 
beveled portions 64 lifting the latch end in 
moving back to normal position. The spring 
S cooperates with the usual lock-spring in re 
setting the mechanism. 
Anumber of push-buttons may be included 

in the circuit of the electromagnet I), by any 
one of which the circuit may be closed to en 
ergize the magnet, the wires 15 16. connected 
toithe poles of the latter, passing through the 
door and leading to different points. As in 
all looks of this general character, the latch 
bolt may be operated from the outside by a 
latch-key. 
The casing a is recessed at 75, (see Figs. 1 

' and 2,) and through this recess the insulated 
wires 15 and 16 are led, one of the wires, as 
15, being bared and wound about a screw 17, 
which enters a boss 18 of the casing, thereby 
bringing the metal casing into the circuit, the 
other wire 16 being held by a binding-screw 
19, mounted in an insulatingeblock 20, and 
being thereafter connected to one of the mag 
net-coils. The other end of the coil-wire is 
bared and held in place at 21 (see Fig. 1) in 
contact with the metal casing a. By this con 
struction the connection of the electromagnet 
b with the main circuit-wires is greatly facili 
tated. 

In applying my controlling mechanism to 
an ordinary lock the usual knob-spindle is re 
moved and the two-part spindle substituted. 

I claim— 
1. A two-part spindle for door-locks, one 

member of which is adapted to be operatively 
connected with the bolt of the lock, a locking 
device to normally prevent rotation of said 
member, and means controlled by rotation of 
the other spindle member to release the locked 
member and to thereafter move the two mem 
bers in unison, substantially as described. 

2. A two-part spindle for door-locks, one 
member of which is adapted to be operatively 
connected with the bolt of the look, a locking 
device to normally prevent rotation of said 
member, and means to operate said locking 
device from a distant point and thereby re 
lease the said spindle member, combined with 
means controlled by rotation of the other 
spindle member to thereafter move the two 
spindle members in unison, substantially as 
described. 

3. A two-part spindle for door-locks, one 
member of which is adapted to be operatively 
connected with the bolt of the look, a lockin g 
device to normally prevent rotation of said 
member, connections between the spindle 
members whereby one may be partially ro 
tated independently of the other, means to 
control the locking device from a distant 
point, to release the locked spindle member, 
and independent means operated by rotation 
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of the other spindle member to also control 
the locking device, substantially as described. 

4. In a detachable controlling mechanism 
for door-locks,a tw0~part spindle, one member 
of which is adapted to be extended through 
the lock and operatively connected with the 
bolt, a notched locking-arm movable with 
said member, a cooperating latch to normally 
enter the notch and thereby lock the spindle 
member, means controlled by rotation of the 
other spindle member to partially withdraw 
the latch and to thereafter move the spindle 
members in unison, and a cam on the locking 
arm thereby brought into engagement with 
the latch to complete its withdrawal, substan 
tially as described. 

5. In a detachable controlling mechanism 
for door-locks, a two-part spindle one member 
of which is adapted to be extended through 
the lock and operatively connected with the 
bolt, a notched locking-arm movable with 
said member, a cooperating latch to normally 
enter the notch and thereby lock the spindle 
member, means to partially withdraw the 
latch from the locking-arm, and a cam on said 
arm to complete the withdrawal of the latch 
when the released spindle member is rotated, 
substantially as described. 

6. In a detachable controlling mechanism 
for door-locks, a two-part spindle, one member 
of which is adapted to be extended through 
the lock and operatively connected with the 
bolt, a notched locking-arm movable with 
said member, a normally-cooperating latch, 
to thereby lock the spindle member, connec 
tions between the spindle members whereby 
one may be partially rotated independently 

of the other, means to withdraw the {latch 
from a distant point, an independent device 
controlled by rotation of the free spindle 
member to also withdraw the latch, and a cam 
on the locking-arm to engage the latch when 
the bolt is withdrawn and reset the releasing 
means controlled from a distant point, sub 
stantially as described. 

7. ,A two-part spindle for door-locks, one 
member of which is adapted to be operatively 
connected with the bolt of the look, a locking 
device, including a latch, to normally prevent 
rotation of said spindle member, an electro 
magnet, its armature, adapted when attracted 
to positively move said latch into releasing po 
sition, and avdetent to retain the armature 
and latch in such position, substantially as 
described. 

8. A two-part spindle for door-locks, one 
member of which is adapted to be operatively 
connected with the bolt of the look, a locking 
device, including a latch, to normally prevent 
rotation of said spindle member, an electro 
magnet, its armature, adapted when attracted 
to positively move said latch into releasing 
position, a detent to retain the armature and 
latch in such position, and means controlled 
by movement of the released spindle member 
to disengage the armature from its detent, 
substantially as described. 
In testimony whereof I have signed. my 

name to this speci?cation in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

ROSOOE A. PALMER. 
Witnesses: 

JOHN C. EDWARDS, 
AUGUSTA E. DEAN. 
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